cbc Radio 3 Web Magazine
Haig Armen was offered the producer position in 2000 to help develop
Radio 3 - an initiative to innovate in the new media space and attract a
younger demographic to cbc. In 2002 cbc Radio 3 launched its online
magazine and Haig’s small team produced a 100 page weekly issue of the
interactive magazine.

The site that won the hearts of thousands of Canadians and over 20 international awards including two Webby Awards.
If you’re interested in experiencing the magazine the 100th issue has been
included on the Portfolio dvd.
(see dvd /extra/cbc-radio3/click-here.html)

Vancouver Aquarium’s Beluga Touchscreen Kiosk
Recently Haig Armen’s design firm, lift studios was hired to design and
develop a touchscreen exhibit to accompany the Beluga Whale tank. The
goal of the kiosk was to encourage children to explore the sounds that
Belugas create and compare them with possibly disturbing sounds in their
environment as well as familiar sounds.

The kiosk has been receiving positive responses by thousands of aquarium
visitors and lift will continue to work with the Vancouver Aquarium to
develop more innovative touchscreen interactives.

ubc’s School of Architecture Website
In contrast to the many brochure-style school websites, Haig Armen proposed that the School of Architecture present the exemplary work that is
produced on an ongoing day to day basis by it’s community. The new design
dynamically features content contributed by faculty and students. The site
fosters interaction, exchange and exploration amongst the sala community.

The site has been received with great enthusiasm by the students & community
and has won a handful of awards including The Advertising and Design Club
of Canada’s (adcc), a W3 Silver award and an honourable mention in the
2009 Lotus awards.

Aboriginal Sports Hall of Fame website
In 2009 Haig Armen and lift Studios was chosen to design and built a
media-rich community website for the Vancouver Olympic Committee and
Aboriginal sports community. The website celebrates the accomplishments
of Canadian Aboriginal athletes as well as a social network for aspiring

young athletes to communicate with professionals in sports. The Aboriginal
Sports Hall of Fame website will be launched for the Vancouver 2010 Olympics.

mirror project
For the past 5 years Haig Armen has creating music and motion graphics
for a multimedia project called mirror that uses live and recorded media
to create a kind of pyschosexual postmodern cabaret. By embracing the
artificial and sentimental, mirror reflects the transitory, spectacular world
of endless commodities, sex, advertising, and tabloid violence.

Ballads of love and longing disguise the themes of cultural decay and apocalypse. mirror’s music was featured in the April 2008 issue of Mini-Cooper
Magazine. To sample some of mirror select the ‘Nostalgia” video from the
provided dvd.

cbc Home Delivery
Haig Armen was a key member of a small team asked to develop a broadband pilot project for the cbc. The Home Delivery project came out of a
desire to find a way to deliver cbc’s rich media content to people in their
homes without them having to go to a lot of work. The weekly “full screen
multimedia magazine” began delivering in February 2003. Episodes of
Home Delivery loaded in the background when a user’s computer was

online and had unused bandwidth. In the first three months of the pilot
50,000 people viewed the project and won awards from Macromedia (now
Adobe) and described it as “part TV, part radio, part magazine photo essay,
with just the right amount of interactivity. The result is great storytelling”.
To view Home Delivery copy ‘extra/cbc-home-delivery’ folder to hardrive
and click on click-here.

Dockside Green
In 2005, Haig Armen was commissioned to develop an identity, advertising
strategy and sales centre for large real estate developments in Victoria. Haig
developed a brand for the project and applied this visual identity to all the
marketing collateral and advertising campaigns.

Our team developed a simple, modern wordmark for the overall brand with
an elemental graphics and naming convention to represent each of the 10
buildings in the district. Names like Synergy and Balance are inspired by
Dockside Green’s principles of sustainability to effectively communicate the
eco-friendly brand.

sfu’s Canadian Centre for Studies in Publishing Website
In the summer of 2008 Simon Fraser University asked lift studios to
design the Canadian Centre for Studies in Publishing website. The collaborative approach with our client helped achieve the goal of merging the
typographic sophistication of the print medium with dynamically driven
user-generated content.

The site appropriately presents the dynamic content as well as shows an
deep understanding of the print and web mediums.

Haig & Tamar Wedding Invitations
In 2004, Haig and his partner Tamar decided that they would like their
wedding invitation card to show their creative nature and a traditionallydesigned card just wouldn’t cut it. When designing the card, Haig remembered that a family friend - a retired doctor had examined him and his
soon-to-be wife with an old cardiogram machine. They were given two long
grids with their heartbeats plotted out over time as souvenirs.

Armen scanned and superimposed the two heartbeats and extended them
over a long two-fold card. The card required both English and Armenian
text and they decided upon a minimal text approach to accommodate both
languages which were embellished with subtle typographic treatment. The
wedding invitation card continues to receive an overwhelming amount of
positive feedback.

Up Here Magazine Redesign
Flying up to Yellowknife to redesign Up Here magazine was a thrill Haig
Armen won’t soon forget. In 2003 Haig was asked to redesign the magazine with an eye for bringing a more contemporary style to the publication
and attracting a younger audience. The redesign was implemented in 2004
and currently still uses a majority of the elements of the 2003 redesign.

Neko Case Website
In 2006 Haig Armen was approached by Neko Case to design her
website. A warm welcoming design was created on top of an extendible
content management system. The site allows Neko to share her
touring stories and photography with her fans, showcase her music and
sell merchandise. After four years the site still receives great feedback
from both Neko and her fans.

